
Report on German Neo-Nazis
by “Anonymous” in Germany

Hi folks, today I would like to tell you something about the system to record politically motivated criminality in Germany. 
We've been amazed when we heard in 2012, that the number of politically left crime rose, but the extreme right-winged 
crimes decreased or at least rose only in a very small number. 

No one of us was ever attacked or beaten by political left people. The answer is astonishing. 

While for example almost all graffities containing messages against police, state, capitalism are judged as political left 
crime and raise the statistics dramatically, it works completely different with the right-winged. 
I recall a horrible case a few years ago. Two neo-nazis threw an african man immediately in front of an arriving metro train 
on the tracks. This happened one early morning in a local metro station, and it is a miracle, that thanks to two helping people 
the African was saved. Well, the offenders have been known to the police as extreme right-winged activists, but as they 
stated, they did that not for political reasons, but because they were “just frustrated”, the action was not judged as politically 
motivated crime.

In 2000, the well known neo-Nazi Michael Berger shoot dead one policewoman and two policemen, but as he drove in this 
moment a car without a driving licence, it was officially judged as a concealment deed, not politically motivated crime.  A 
short time later, the nazis spreaded stickers named “3:1 for Germany” with wide success.

Never we will forget the Angolan Amadeu Antonio Kiowa, who was hunted by a mob of 60 skinheads through the nightly 
streets of Eberswalde, a smaller town 50 miles from Berlin. He was bashed up brutally and one of the nazi-skinheads 
jumped on his head. Eleven days later, he died in a hospital.

Amadeu Antonio Kiowa

The trial became a disaster, and only after one of the offenders, who was vanished for a time and found at least a little bit of 



courage, decided to tell the truth, five of the offenders has been punished by prison sentences of four years or less, some of 
them on probation.
While Amadeu was murdered and his two friends from Mozambique have been injured very seriously, 20 policemen in full 
armour have been present, but did not act for several reasons.

The attempt to sue them was denied by the court.

This trial against the young neo-nazis was visited and overwatched by the Genevan International Commission of Jurists 
(ICJ). By the time it became an international concern that German courts seem to treat political left and right crimes in a 
very different, dangerous way.

Another very embarrassing crime and trial was the “Hetzjagd in Guben” persecution in Guben – a town on the border to 
Poland. Farid Gouendoul, 28, from Algeria, and his friends Khaled Bensaha and Issaka Kaba, were hunted by eleven neo-
nazis. Khaled was kicked, but could flee. Farid and Issaka tried to flee together, but have been slower. Eventually Farid 
jumped through the glass window of a house entrance. 

Due to his serious wounds he died within 15 minutes.

When the police arrived, they arrested Issaka, obviously he seemed to be the most suspicious to them.

In the trial, eight of the murderers were sentenced by involuntary manslaughter, three only by mayhem. The degree of 
penalty reached from “reprimand”(!!!) to three years youth custody. Three out of the five prison sentences have been 
suspended sentences.

Three of the convicted offenders ran for an office / election for the NPD in 2008. The mainman, Alexander Bode, is now 
vice chairman of the NPD in his county. In a 2012 interview he said “there is nothing to regret“.

The next fact is quite obscure. In 2007 the right-winged crime rate decreased a little bit, also because wearing a crossed out 
swastika (like many political left people do on t-shirts or patches) was for the first time not judged as a criminal offence 
anymore. Until then, wearing a swastika, even a crossed out one, was judged as a right-winged politically motivated crime. 

Judged as a political motivated crime, but still moving is the case Silvio Meier. He was a young punk, squatter, and left 
activist. 1992 he was stabbed to death by neo-nazis in a metro station in the eastern part of Berlin. The murderer himself got 
4 ½ years, the one codefentant got 3 ½, the other eight months suspended sentence.

Over all the years, reminders, flowers, candles and even memorial plaques have been either destroyed by nazis or removed 
by the police or the BVG, owner of the station. It took 20 years until the movement has won, now they have fixed the 
plaque and the next (very short) street is renamed to "Silvio-Meier-Street". Almost then it was failed, because a business 
owner situated in that street was filing a suit against the decision, but made drawback in March 2013 by public pressure.



Since April 26, the street is officially re-named.

Dear reader, please notice that these cases did not happen in 2011 or all in one other year.
I just picked up some terrible happenings to show you, how the German justice works.
After the outcoming of the horrible truth of the „Döner Morde“, named after the (in Germany) popular turkish food, when 
neo-nazis from the extreme brutal NSU (national socialist underground) murdered eight Turks, and one Greek (and a 
german policewoman too), and the bourgeois media press, the police and above all our government suspected their own 
families and friends for something like private migrant mafia killings, then after they all said that the german judiciary 
would be “blind on its right eye“.

Just try to imagine, it was happened to your family.

All your life you've been sure that your father, your husband, your son was a righteous and lovely guy, now you hear that he 
is a criminal who deals with the mafia. Do you feel your complete world breaking down? And quite a few German people, 
following the media, call louder and louder “go out from here, leave our lands, we have enough of you!“

No. “Blind“ is not only a miserable euphemism, it is a strong racist lie. If someone is blind on his right eye, he is that surely 
due to an illness or accident, and you can not judge the poor guy if he does not recognize this or that right from him. What 
the German government does is pressing its hands intensively and permanently on its right eye.

Just today I read an interesting study. We will have elections in a few weeks, and people have been asked for their favorite 
needs as well as for their fave political party. Well, most people's needs have been from the red-green / socialist - social 
democrat – green spectre: Jobs, environment, rents, old-age and so on.

But whom they would vote for?

Guess right, the conservative/neo-liberal alliance is in a superb position.
Because they feed the fears of the common people, and one of the most important and stable stands of it is the fear, the 
mistrust against migrants and the political left -- Racism.
Of course countries like North Korea, Soviet Union or GDR are always called “Communist“ in the news and reports 
(although they aren't – Soviet Union just for a very short time - like the party „Die Linke“ too. And muslim countries are 
judged as “crazy“, unpredictable and dangerous, while they try, as often as possible, to set the people on the same stage as 
the government.

Sounds familiar to you in the US, right?
Best regards from Berlin,
Anonymous (Name withheld for reasons of security)

Oaklandsocialist comments:
The previous article on this web site explains what a revolutionary situation is. It explains that as a revolutionary situation 
develops, so does the potential for counter revolution. Germany and the EU are not in a revolutionary situation at this 
stage, so the potential for outright counter revolution is not in the cards yet either. But this report shows the dangers – both 
for the future but also for today.

As Leon Trotsky wrote: “History says to the working class ‘You must know that unless you cast down the bourgeoisie (the 
capitalist class), you will perish beneath the ruins of the capitalist civilization. Try, solve this task!’”


